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we take the risk

CONNECTR 5000.S
 
The Connectr 5000.s has a capacity of 5000 notes and can accept mixed
denominations. The bunch note feeder has an acceptance rate of 64 notes 
per minute.

• Built to SABS category 4 standards
• Biometric user identification
• Host to Host automated reconciliation
• Bar code bag identification
• Dual SIM GSM/GPRS modem (communication)
• EN1300 rated, dual control lock 
• Capacity of 5 000 banknotes
• Up to 64 banknotes per minute processing speed
• Unlimited users and unlimited destination accounts as 

well as a multi-business partner capability

DETER & DEFLECT ARMED ATTACKS

Our cash vaults have been vigorously 
tested on numerous occasions over the 
past few years by determined criminals 
using every kind of tool from explosives to 
sledge hammers. Our Connectr® range of 
cash vaults have undeniably delivered on 
the level of deterrence and defence 
necessary to discourage a repetitive 
continuance of the scourge of violent 
crime.

SERVICE SUPPORT
                                                                                                                 
But we are not just about leading edge 
technology and payment systems. Our 
customer support call centre operates 
24/7 and 365 days a year. Over 100 
qualified technicians nationwide provide 
unlimited in-field technical support, advice 
and training to our customers.

PHYSICAL
Overall Footprint Size: 655mm (W) X 765mm (D) X 1305mm (H)
Weight: 1250kg (approximate)
Capacity: 5000 banknotes* (5 disposable bags)
Security Features: Safe designed to SABS Category 4 standards 
 Lock, key and electronic on top door EN 1300 rated, 
 dual-control electronic, lock on depository safe door

TECHNICAL
Bill Validator: CPI Loader Validator with bunch note feeder
Power supply: 220V AC - 12V DC
Backup battery: Yes (12V - 7Ah) provides ~ 60 minutes operation Automatic
 mains-off detection and fail-over to backup battery
Printer: Thermal Receipt Printer (57mm)
User Interface: Biometric Fingerprint Reader (Primary) 
 i-Button Reader (Secondary)
Communication: Dual Sim GSM/GPRS modem

PERFORMANCE
Note acceptance: Acceptance rate of up to 64 notes per minute with 96%
 and above acceptance 
 Mixed denominations
 4-way acceptance
Capacity: Single bag with up to 1000 notes*
 Max. bags 5 (up to 1000 notes)
Bag load time: < 30 seconds
Maximum Users: Up to 99 individual users **
Client maintenance: Weekly cleaning routine No tools required

* Dependant on condition and quality of notes
** Optionally unlimited
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